KASKA ALPHABET

Consonants

Stops: b  d  dl  dz  j  g
and: t  tl  ts  ch  k
Affricates: t’  tl’  ts’  ch’  k’  ’
Fricatives: f  l  s  sh  (kh)  h
w  r  l  z  y  gh
Nasals: m  n

Vowels and Diphthongs

Short Vowels: i  u  ī  ŭ
Long Vowels: ē  ō
Nasal Vowels: ą  ė  ą  ė  ą  ė  ą  ė  ą  ė

Tones

High tone: is written with a (´) over the vowel: meké’
Falling tone: is written with a (˘) over the vowel: mesk’ā / bēsk’ā
Rising tone: is written with a (˘) over the vowel: medā’